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We consider projective representations of the loop group of U(N) suggested by 
statistical mechanics. These representations are defined by certain positive definite 
functions (called temperature states) on the universal central extension of the loop 
group. We tind that the Boson-Fermion correspondence, known to exist in a 
mathematically precise form at zero temperature, persists at non-zero temperature. 
By expressing the temperature state for u( 1) in two different ways we obtain iden- 
tities between elliptic functions. We apply these ideas to a simple model in statistical 
physics (the Luttinger model) establishing the existence of a projective represen- 
tation of the loop group of u( 1) x U(1) in the presence of interaction and at all 
temperatures. A rigorous derivation of the correlation functions for this model is 
given using the Boson-Fermion correspondence. 0 1987 Academic PXSS, hc. 
The connection between the representation theory of loop groups (or in 
this context, equivalently afline Lie algebras) and that of the fermion 
algebra (called herein the C* algebra of the canonical anticommutation 
relations or CAR) is now well established [2, 4, 6, 14, 163 (and references 
therein). In this paper we take this observation further and investigate the 
representations of loop groups which arise when one considers represen- 
tations of the CAR algebra suggested by statistical mechanics. 
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Our interest in this question had two sources. First, formal con- 
siderations from the theory of Brownian motion suggested that one 
consider “temperature states” on loop groups [ 111. Second, recent joint 
work by one of us [4] on type III representations of loop groups indicates 
the existence of an extensive theory intertwining the CAR and loop groups 
through what is referred to by physicists as the boson-fermion correspon- 
dence (or bose-fermi reciprocity). 
We regard a “temperature state” on the loop group of, say SU(N), as a 
certain positive definite function on the universal central extension of the 
loop group. Our investigation of the properties of the associated represen- 
tation is, however, far from completed by the present account. In fact we 
will concentrate mainly on the loop group of U(l), and although our 
results extend trivially to loops into a maximal torus of say SU(N) we are 
not able to provide explicit formulae for the full loop group of SU(N). 
Let us note at the outset that the representation of the connected 
component of the loop group of U( 1) associated to the temperature state is 
quasi-equivalent o the “Fock” representation which is described in [2, 4, 
163. Consequently it is not the representation theory of the loop group 
which is the major source of interest here but rather the connections with 
other matters which are brought to light by our analysis. 
Specifically we lind that the spherical functions for this representation 
involve theta functions and upon exploiting the boson-fermion correspon- 
dence (see below) we obtain further relations between elliptic functions 
whose significance at this time is unclear. However, it seems that the 
inverse temperature provides a regularisation (i.e., analytic continuation) 
for the character formulae of Kac-Moody algebra representations. From a 
statistical mechanical viewpoint the heuristic work of Heidenreich et al. 
[S] on the Luttinger model makes the occurrence of the theta functions 
less surprising. In the final section we show that there is a representation of 
the loop group of U( 1) x U( 1) associated with the Luttinger model itself 
thus illustrating the viewpoint of Graeme Segal [ 161 that one-dimensional 
models in quantum field theory amount to representations of loop groups. 
We go on to rigorise the calculation in [S] of the correlation functions for 
this model. 
Our basic technique has been exploited elsewhere [24, 14, 163, namely 
to note that the loop group acts as automorphisms of the CAR algebra and 
to exploit the lore on quasi-free representations of this algebra to construct 
projective representations of the loop group. For the case of loops into a 
maximal torus we obtain in this way representations of a boson field 
(equivalent terminology would be “Heisenberg group,” “Weyl algebra,” or 
“canonical commutation relations (CCR)“). The Hilbert space on which 
these fields act can therefore be viewed either as a symmetric or antisym- 
metric Fock space, and moreover via a somewhat delicate limiting 
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procedure one may reconstruct the fermion fields as “functions” of the 
boson fields in a fashion which rigorises formal expressions long exploited 
in the physics literature. 
There is one point concerning the exposition of our results which may 
cause the reader difficulty and that is the fact that no complete published 
account of the work on which we have base our analysis exists (although 
there is some discussion in [2] and [6]’ using rather different methods). 
Closest in spirit is the paper [S] on which we rely for some results. Con- 
sequently although we are forced to be brief we have tried to sketch at least 
some of the arguments from the beginning. Unfortunately the same cannot 
be said for the theory of quasi-free states on the CAR and CCR algebras 
which we have been forced to assume in toto. However, a good reference 
exists here in [ 1, Chap. 51, which may be read independently of the 
preceding chapters of that reference. 
The format of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we consider the loop 
group of U(N) acting by automorphisms of the CAR algebra and construct 
a projective representation and hence our temperature state on the loop 
group. Although we will not emphasise the fact, it is not difficult to see that 
analogous results hold for other groups (cf. [4, 171). Restricting attention 
to the case of V( 1) we obtain representations of a boson algebra. In Sec- 
tion 3 we begin again with the representation of the loop group of Ii( 1) 
defined directly (i.e., independently of the preceding construction) and 
show how to recover the elements of the CAR algebra as suitable limits of 
the representers of the loops. This is our boson-fermion correspondence, 
and it is at this point that the theta functions enter with a vengeance. We 
find, for example, that the two ways of expressing the fermion pair 
correlation function (i.e., directly from the definition or indirectly through 
the bosons) lead to a well-known identity between Jacobi elliptic functions. 
Other identities involving theta functions also arise. In Section 4 the 
representation of the loop group of U( 1) x U( 1) associated with the 
Luttinger model is described, and a sketch of a rigorous calculation of the 
correlation functions given. 
2. PROJECTIVE REPRESENTATIONS OF LOOP GROUPS 
2.1. A Temperature State on the CAR Algebra 
We let 2 denote the Hilbert space L*(S’, C”) and zZ(X’) denote the 
C*-algebra of the canonical anticommutation relations (CAR) over 3Ep 
generated by the annihilation and creation operators {a(g), a(g)* 1 g E Z } 
satisfying 
’ Reference [ 143 has appeared. It contains much of the relevant background material. 
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a(g)* 4g’) +4g’) 4g)* = (g’, g>x 1. 
We introduce the one parameter group {r, 1 t E [0,47r] }, 
rr g(s) = ei’j2g(s + t), ge* (2.1) 
with SE S’ = [0,27c). We think of this group as a double cover of the 
rotation group of SL which defines the time evolution of the “fermions,” i.e., 
of the elements of d(X). (The reason for the factor ei’12 will become 
apparent shortly.) Now let h denote the generator of (2.1) 
hg(s) = ( -id/ds + l/2) g(s). (2.2) 
With the Fourier transform given by 
g(s) = (271))‘:’ c Pgn, 
h becomes the operator h A on the Fourier transform space given by 
A^&?, =(n+ W)gn. 
Corresponding to the group t -+ rr is an automorphism group t + r, with 
T,(4h)) = 4r,h) 
and a (T, /I)-K.M.S. (or temperature) state og, /J E [0, cc) given by [ 1] 
oa(4gl)* 4g2))= <g2, epBh(l +epBh)F’ g,)., 
= (g27 A,g, >x (2.3) 
with the last equality being a definition. Upon Fourier transforming, the 
operator A, defined by (2.3) has the form 
~pgn=e~8’“+l!2’(l+e-P(n+I/2))-Ig,r 
so that as /I + co, A, + Pp (uniformly), where 
P-g, =0, n20; Pp g, =g,, n-co. 
Note that projective representations of the loop group of U(N) 
corresponding to P_ were studied in [2, 163 (for N= 1) and [4, 14, 163. 
For the case of finite /3 we follow a slightly different argument. First, let A~ 
be the representation of d(Z) corresponding to the state oB. Then ILL 
may be realised by using the standard “doubling up” trick [13]. Thus set 
X = 2 @ &’ and define a projection PC : X + X by 
P” = A, 
A;‘*( 1 - A&” 
Af2( 1 - A,#’ > I-A, ’ 
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Then wg is the restriction to the subalgebra a(# 0 (0)) (isomorphic to 
d(X)) of the CAR algebra d(X) over X, of the Fock state w@ on 
J&‘(X) defined by P! via the formula 
OpS_(a(k,)*...a(k,)*a(k~)...a(k;)) 
=6,, det(kj, P[kjjx, (2.5) 
with (kj, k; 1 j= 1, . . . . m; I= 1, . . . . n} G X. Moreover, the cyclic vector Sz, 
for the representation rr@ corresponding to 09 is also cyclic and 
separating for d(X 0 (0)) and 
We now show that the algebra z&&(Z)) is a type I factor (contrast this 
with [4]). 
LEMMA 2.1. The representation ~~~ of d(X) is equivalent to the 
representation ~~‘7 , where 
pz=(op- 1,). P, =1-P-, 
while the representation K~ of d(X) is quasi-equivalent to the representation 
nP-. 
Proof. Using [13] we know that the representations rr$- and npx are 
equivalent if and only if the difference PC - P: is Hilbert-Schmidt. Since 
Ay( 1 - A&#‘2 and A, -P- are obviously Hilbert-Schmidt the result 
follows. On the other hand rr8 and rrp- are quasi-equivalent if and only if 
(1 --AD)“‘- P, and Ahj2- P- are Hilbert-Schmidt, a fact which is 
equally easy to check. Note that the unitary IV, on X which satisfies 
W, P’? W$ = P! is given by 
w A;;% +(l-AJ”‘P+ A;“P+ - (1 - A#2 P- 
B 
= 
( - A;‘2P+ + (1 -AD)“’ P- AjI’P- + (1 - AB)1’2 P, > ’ 
2.2. Automorphisms of d(X) 
If ‘p, and rp, are smooth maps from S’ to U(N) then we can define a 
unitary operator, denoted 4, on X to be multiplication by the matrix- 
valued function 
4.(s)= o 
( 
cpi(S) 0 
> (P2@) . 
(2.6) 
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The multiplicative group of all such operators we denote by Map(S’, 
U(N) x U(N)). Each element of this group gives rise to an automorphism 
of d(X) via a(k) + a(@ . k), for k in X (where @ . k(s) = Q(s) k(s)). This 
automorphism is known to be implemented in the representation P: [4], 
that is, there is a unitary operator f-,(G) on the representation space 9 of 
rcP= such that 
for all k in X. It follows from the irreducibility of z,,= that @ + Z-,(q) 
defines a projective representation of Map(S’, U(N) x u(N)). That is, by 
fixing the phase of the implementing unitaries, one defines a U( 1)-valued 
2-cocycle o on this group such that 
rm(@,) rcc(@,)=d@,, 4%) r,(@,42). 
Now from the preceding section we know that there is a unitary operator 
U, on 9 setting up the equivalence between ~9 and rrPl, that is, 
U,++(k)) U,’ = nps_(a(k)) for all k in X. 
Consequently, defining 
we have 
~pC@) n,a(4k)) ~&3-l = nePl(a(@ .k)), (2.7) 
so that I’s(@) implements the automorphism in the representation n@. 
Clearly @ + r,($) is also a a-representation of Map(S’, U(N) x U(N)). - 
Now, contained in Map(S’, U(N) x U(N)) is the subgroup of main 
interest to us, namely Map( S’, U(N)) consisting of multiplication 
operators of the form 
s--, ds) 0 
( ) 0 I’ 
To lighten the notation we will write cp for such an operator. The results of 
this discussion may be summarised as 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The operators Ts(q) for cp in Map(S’, U(N)) define a 
o-representation of this group with the 2-cocycle being independent of /I. 
Remark 2.3. Considerations similar to the above also apply to any 
closed Lie subgroup of U(N) and in particular to W(N). In the latter case 
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it follows from [4] that the projective representation of the Lie algebra of 
Map(S’, SU(iV)) defined in this subsection is quasi-equivalent o the basic 
representation of the affine Lie algebra A$’ ,. 
The fact that wp is a (t, /I)-K.M.S. state for the CAR algebra has 
consequences for the algebra ..fl generated by the operators TP(cp) as cp 
ranges over Map(S’, U(N)). To see this we introduce some well-known 
facts about quasi-free CAR representations. 
First, let rB( - 1) denote the operator on 9 implementing the operator 
of multiplication by the constant matrix-valued function 
-1 0 
s+ ( ) 0 -1 . 
Next let 2((O)@%) (resp. A(3100 (0)) be the C*-algebra generated by 
{~p(-wb$w) I s~mB~U 
(rev. {fp(-l)n~ll(a(g))IgE~VOO))}). 
We record the following fact (Araki [O]). 
LEMMA 2.4. 
This has the immediate consequence: 
COROLLARY 2.5. The von Neumann algebra .A is contained in 
fi?(X@ (O))}Y 
Proof: It is easily seen that each f&cp) is contained in 
n$ {&((O)@ 2))’ from which the corollary follows. 
Now we extend the operator r, to X by defining J, = rr @ rpr and note 
that F, defines an automorphism of d(X) by a(k) + a(?&). These 
automorphisms are also implemented in zps , say by T,, so that there is a 
map of the operators in Map(S’, U(N)), 
fp(‘p) -+ TJ,(cp) T;‘. (2.8) 
Now T,fs(q) T;’ and fs(cp,) (where q,(s) = r,cpr;‘(s) = cp(s+ t)) both 
implement the same automorphism of d(X), and both lie in the factor 
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7cp~ (d(X))“. Hence there is a complex number of modulus one, say 
G(i,, t) such that 
T&(d T,-L=cw, o-’ qcpt). (2.9) 
As T, and r, together provide a projective representation of the semi-direct 
product of the double cover of the rotation group of SL and 
Map(S’, U(N)), the map cp, I -+ d(cp, t), must satisfy the cocycle relation: 
a(cp~,,~~,)~(cp,II/)~‘=~(cpll/, 03cp, or’3Il/, Or’. (2.10) 
Let t, also denote the automorphism of ,# defined by (2.8) and (2.9). In 
view of Corollary 2.5 and succeeding remarks it is clear that this is con- 
sistent with our previous usage for r. Moreover, the invariance of JZ under 
T, implies that we have proved 
PROPOSITION 2.6. The modular automorphism group T corresponding to 
the state co8 on d(X) restricts on -4 to the one parameter group of 
automorphisms defined by (2.8) and (2.9); moreover the state wBI A is a 
(T, /?)-K.M.S. state. 
2.3. The Projective Representation of Map(S’, U( 1)). 
Whilst it would be possible to continue further with the discussion for 
loops into U(N) we will now specialise to the case IV= 1, where our results 
can be made more complete. For this special case we are able to give a 
simple expression for the “spherical function” 
(2.11) 
on Map(S’, U( 1)). This formula will lead eventually to all the results of the 
next section concerning the boson-fermion correspondence and theta 
functions. Now (2.11) can be calculated directly using the methods of 
quantum field theory along the same lines as the arguments in [4]. 
However, we will use some rather different representation theoretic 
arguments. 
First, we note that Map(S’, U( 1)) is the direct product of the subgroup 
M, = eVJ f EMap(S’, R), f(2n)=f(O),{~‘f(s)ds=O], 
i 
with the subgroup M,, generated by the constant functions and the 
functions s + exp(ins) (n E Z). This latter group we may clearly identify 
with S’ x Z while we note that Map(S’, R) is the Lie algebra of 
Map(S’, U( 1)). We write W for the von Neumann algebra generated by 
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{TB(cp) I cp E M,} and V for the algebra generated by {T&q) 1 cp E S’ x Z{. 
As noted in the previous subsection the 2-cocycle for f,) is the same as that 
for TX and we recall from [4], [lo] how the latter is determined. Let 40 
denote Map(S’, R), then 9 0 Y can be identified with the Lie algebra of 
Map(S’, U( 1) x U( 1)). Using the results of Section 2 of [4] we know there 
is a projective representation f -+ J, (f) of 9’ 0 Y (where f = (.f, , .f ) E 
909’) such that J,(f) is self-adjoint with 
and 
C&xptd)j = exp(iJ,(JI)). 
Defining J&f) = U, J, (7) U,y ’ one obtains a projective representation of 
909 but with 
and 7 + 77 a linear functional which is not necessarily zero. However, we 
may modify the phase of r,&exp($)) (without changing the cocycle a) so 
that for the new generator J,(f), 
To lighten notation we will drop the extra tilde, and whenever we write 
fB(exp($))we will assume this latter choice of phase. If we restrict now to 
the subgroup Map (S’, V(l)) one may choose the phase of f,(q) for cp 
having arbitrary winding number w(q) consistently with the preceding 
choice for the zero winding number elements o that the explicit form of (r 
is 
dcp,, rp,)=exp -i i j 
;‘f*(s) &*(S),4X}. cp,(O)-‘““py (2.12) 
where we have written qj = exp(z$), i= 1, 2 (see [2] for this argument). 
We deduce from (2.12) that for fi E 9, ‘pi = exp ifi, 
where 
+P,, v2) = exp 
The factor in the exponential on the right-hand side of this relation deter- 
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mines a non-degenerate symplectic form on ZZ’, i.e., it defines the canonical 
commutation relations (CCR) over Y (see [ 11). Hence cp + T&q), 
cp E Map(S’, U( 1)) is a representation (in Weyl form) of the CCR over Y. 
More generally one has by similar arguments 
(2.13) 
where 7”’ = (fi”, f$“)~ U@ Y. The right-hand side of (2.13) is a non- 
degenerate symplectic form on dp@ A? and so 3 -+ f,(q), I$ E Map(S’, 
U( 1) x U( 1)) is a representation of the CCR over LZ’ @ Y. 
Thus %Y is generated by a representation of the CCR and so we will be 
able to exploit this fact in the following arguments. 
From (2.12) it is easy to check that z?# is in the cornmutant of G?? and vice 
versa. Moreover it is clear that r, leaves each of these algebras invariant. In 
fact with the explicit expression (2.12) for the cocycle we can obtain a 
formula for fY(cp,, t). 
LEMMA 2.7. The general form of d(cp,, t) is 
d(cp,, t) = (q(O) cp(t)-‘e-ip’)-W’(p”2 
for any choice of real number p (cf. [ 161). 
Proof: For cp = e’/E M, we have for all t, 
T,f,(cp)T;‘=exp(iTJB(f)T;‘). 
Comparing this with (2.10) we see that T,JB(f) T;’ -J,(f) must be 
a scalar. On the other hand since 52, is invariant under T,, 
TJ,( f) T,-’ - J,(f) has vanishing expectation value in the state Q,. This 
forces d(cp,, t)= 1 for all (PE M,. 
Now, in addition to (2.10) d must also satisfy 
by virtue of (2.9). This shows that for constant functions q, t + d(cp,, t) is a 
homomorphism. Since cp + d(rp,, t) is also a homomorphism for constant rp 
we see that t + a(( .),, t) is a homomorphism into the dual group h of the 
constants. Being measurable this map is continuous and hence constant. 
Hence B(q,, t) E 1 for constant rp. 
Finally we note that (2.12) implies 
60(q7,, t)= (q(O) q(t)-‘)-“:*‘“‘(‘p’ 
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is a solution both of (2.10) and the other constraints on 6. Writing 5 = 5,~ 
we see from (2.10) that cp + d(cp,, t) is a homomorphism. As any cp may be 
written 
q(s) = qQ(s)eLflS Ef q?,(s) &(sy 
for some n E H and cpO in the identity component (which is generated by M, 
and the constants) we necessarily have 
PL((P,, f) = A&, t)” A% t) = A&, t)“. 
Since E and L, differ by a constant we have 
P(E, s + I) = p(L., 2) P(E, s) = A&, t) P(E, $1, 
showing that t -+ P(E, t) is a character of R. We write this character as 
t + exp + ipt, p E R giving the stated expression for C(cp,, t). 
As a corollary we now obtain from (2.9): 
T,(f&cp)) = (q(O) q(r)-’ e-“‘r)‘v’v’.2 fD(cp,). (2.14) 
In particular if $(s) = e”“‘+‘) then $,(s) = er’nJ+‘X+“‘)’ and 
s,(fB(II/))=ep i4n+p)V2fa($,). (2.15) 
LEMMA 2.8. For each /I > 0 the algebra W has a unique (T, /I)-K.M.S. 
state co; whose generating functional is 
w;P(fg(lcI)) = ~,,~(a)/WL (2.16) 
&en It/(s) = eitns + ‘1 and where the nome of the theta functions is q = epBi2 
and 6(a) = Ck qkCk + O)e - ikz. 
Proof. The restriction of the cocycle Q to S’ x Z is cohomologous to the 
standard Mackey cocycle on this product [ 1 l] and so S’ x Z has a unique 
irreducible a-representation A. Hence it is easy to see that any state on the 
(type I) algebra %’ is normal with respect to /i. (For the G.N.S. represen- 
tation defined by a state is equivalent to the tensor product of ,4 with a 
multiple of the trivial representation and hence the G.N.S. cyclic vector can 
be identified with a vector of the form & a,,e, @A. with respect to 
orthonormal bases {ei} and {fi} in the two factors. It follows then that the 
state is of the form 
which is clearly normal.) 
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Now one shows as in [l, Example 5.3.311 that the only (5, /I)-K.M.S. 
state on % is the Gibbs state. (This is also easily verified by direct 
calcuation using the K.M.S. condition.) The explicit form of W; may be 
calculated as follows: The irreducible representation A of 5” x Z can be 
realised on r’(Z), [ 111 by 
(4lL)a), =expt-ik(a+n7c/2))ak+., 
when e(s) = ei(ns+a’. Now the time evolution is implemented on this space 
by 
e jrH: uk -, exp(ik(k + p) t/2)uk, (uk)ks z e [‘(i?), 
so that 
tr(ePBHA($))=6,,Cexp(-&cl-@(k+p)/2) 
k 
from which (2.16) follows immediately. 
To compute the state on the full algebra generated by the a-represen- 
tation of Map( S’, U( 1)) we make use of the following general result. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let 9 and % be vun Neumann algebras of operators on 
the same space, each of which is in the commutunt of the other, and each of 
which is left invariant by a one parameter group t -+ t, of uutomorphisms of 
the algebra d they generate. Then any (T, /I)-K.M.S. state og on d restricts 
to (5, fl)-K.M.S. states co; and co; on $3 and %?, respectively. If W has a unique 
(T, /I)-K.M.S. state then og fuctorises into the product of a$ and 0;. 
Proof: The first part is standard. For the factorisation we follow the 
lines of the proof of [ 1, 6.2.171. For any positive element B in L@ it is easy 
to check that C + o;( BC)/wf;( B) is a (5, fl)-K.M.S. state on %. But since %? 
has a unique (5, /I)-K.M.S. state we must have 
w;;(C) = qABC)hfW, 
and the result now follows. 
COROLLARY 2.10. The (T, B)-K.M.S. state wg on the von Neumann 
algebra A? has the form 
fur q(s) = exp(i(ns + a + C’ fkeik”)) ( w h ere the prime means summation over 
all non-zero k). 
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Proof: By the last two propositions we know that og is the product of 
wi and o; and we know also the form of e.$. It therefore remains only to 
find the form of w$, and for this it is sufficient to find the two-point 
correlation function since LAG is a CCR algebra and the time evolution on &? 
is quasi-free. 
Returning to the representation .7 4 J&s) of 9’@6p one computes by 
the methods of [4, lo] that 
(f28, Jp(3) J,VW,> = tr(PBfP8tf’P 1 
where3:” denotes the column vector 
(2.17) 
and 
(1 -@kj- ’ e-@.2(1 -p-Pkj-l 
e-flk;2(1 -e-/ikm~l e-j?k(l -em$k)-l ’ 
with c(k) denoting the sign of k. We are only interested in the case where 
3 = (< ) and then the two-point correlation function is determined by 
The result now follows by standard arguments once we can show that 
p =O. This is done in the following: 
Remark 2.11. It is also possible to evaluate the other factors in og by 
using fermion Fock space methods. For example, we can use the relation 
Cl51 
where 
(Cl,, f,($)Q,)=det(l +B)-I,‘, 
s=(Pa$PP)-’ Pa$Pg*PqPa$*P{ )-‘P”. 
In general this is not easy to calculate but if $ is a constant matrix (c y) 
we have 
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(sZB, T&t+b)Q,) =det[Pt + (PP~PB)-1(PB5*PB)-1PP]-“2 
=det[l -A,(1 -As) [pi’- 1 I21112 
= fj [l -,-/J(n+1!2) Ieh- 112 
n= -03 
x (1 +e-P(n+l/2))-2]l12. 
Writing q = exp( -p/2) this gives 
fi (l+q4”+2+2q2”+‘cosa)(l+q2n+‘)-2. 
n=O 
Comparing with the earlier expression (2.16) we have 
B(a)=8(0) fi (1 +q4”+2+2q2n+Lcosa)(l +q2n+1)-2. 
?I=0 
The right-hand side of this equation is a real function of LX (when q is real). 
However, it is easy to see that the left-hand side is real if and only if p = 0. 
We therefore have 
Thus the two different methods of computing the generating functional lead 
to the equality of the sum and product formulae for the theta function. 
Note that the above proof is essentially a variant of that which uses the 
Weyl character formula [9, 163, the K.M.S. state behaving like the analytic 
continuation of the character. 
3. THE BOSON-FERMION CORRESPONDENCE AND THETA FUNCTIONS 
3.1. Preliminaries 
The main observation we wish to extract from the previous section is 
that on the central extension of Map(S’, U(1)) defined by the 2-cocycle 0 
(2.12) there is a a-positive definite function given by Corollary 2.9. This 
function can be used to define a projective representation of Map(S’, U( 1)) 
directly without any recourse to the CAR algebra. The question then arises 
as to whether the CAR algebra is intrinsically associated with this represen- 
tation or merely provides a convenient method of constructing it. We will 
show in this section using methods from [2, 5, 161 that indeed the CAR 
algebra acts on the Hilbert space of this representation and that the CAR 
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elements are limits, in a certain sense, of the representers of the loop group 
elements. 
We begin by introducing some notation. The special loops, or “kinks,” 
given by the functions 
y,,l(@)= (~-e’(B-U’)/(~ei’e-a)- 1) (3.1) 
for J. in (0, 1) will enable us to reconstruct he CAR elements. In fact we 
define using them the approximate fermion operators or “blips” B,,, by 
&. = e”( 1 - 12)-‘12 4~~,~, r :t~,.~) ~&Y~.J 
= e”( 1 - 12)-“2 ~&ya.d f&y,:Jy,,d. 
This is essentially the same as the definition in [16], and the same as that 
in [2], except now ffi is the o-representation of Map(S’, U( 1)) defined by 
the o-positive definite function of Corollary 2.10 which we denote by og. In 
order to show that as ;1+ 1, B,,, converges to a fermion operator in a 
suitable sense we need to establish first some properties of the “kinks.” 
The key observation on which everything depends is the simple relation 
between the function oB and the function 0,. In fact when op is evaluated 
on a product of the kinks and their inverses, one obtains the product of the 
corresponding value of o,, with a function which is continuous at ,I= 1. 
Consequently the behaviour at any finite inverse temperature fi 
is qualitatively the same as in the case fl= cc which has been well studied 
[2, 5, 161. This technical result is given in 
LEMMA 3.1. 
where the facotr F, is equal to 
X n [ 1 1 - Aj;ikei(a~-ZkJq2s 1 
/<k 
x) 1 -pjpkei(iJr”)q2”(]2 
(1 - Aj?qz”)( 1 - p;qy 
with q = e -m2 being the nome of the theta function. 
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Proof: According to the general formula for os(cp) with q = exp(if), 
qw = e?J wo) b(O) - l 
xexp 
i [ 
- Cn(l-ee”P)-L IL, 2 47~ n III i =w,(cp) wi) MO)-’ 
xexp {- f n(l-ee-@ -* 
[ 
1 
II=* 
I f, I+}. 
Now yil,i can be expanded as 
y,,,(O) =exp{i[(8-cr)- ix’ A”“ein(Bp”/n}, 
where x’ denotes the sum over non-zero n so that 
IL:., . . . YE&!; .,p ?Ji.m . . . Y;,.,,W 
= exp 
i[ 
i C (aj - j,) - ix’ 1 (p)“leeinc - ~~?le-i”“)&He/fl . 
j i 11 
(We need only consider the case where M = N since otherwise the product 
has a non-zero winding number and w&q) certainly vanishes.) We must 
therefore setf, = Zj (aj - ii) which gives the first term in the expression for 
Fp, and (for n # 0) 
We next note that for B > 0 
= f, lOg( 1 - &-SB) 
s=, 
Jz 
= C log( 1 - ,ueicq2”). 
s=* 
580 75 l-10 
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Applying this result to each of erms in -I,“=, n(e’@ - 1))’ 1 f, 1’ reduces 
that sum to 
j=l k=ls=l 
x (1 - ~j~ke~w~)q2~) 
x (1 - ~jpke+?- qp) 
X(l-Ajpke 
iCik-u,)q2s)-l]. 
The result of the lemma now follows on substituting this into the exponen- 
tial and doing a little simplification. 
This lemma provides a direct way of calculating the correlation functions 
for products of blips Bi.T’. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The correlation function 
is equal to 
times the corresponding correlation function defined by w, . 
Correlations for products of blips in any order may now be calculated 
using 
LEMMA 3.3. The blips satisfy the relations 
BZ., 4, = fkp BLe 
if?-;) 
x (1 -npe;Gd)/(l -lpei(=-C)) 
B,, B,,p = Bi., B,,Ae pica - (’ 
x (1 - @i(a-~))/(1 -+$-“)). 
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So on multiplying by the appropirate scalar factor one obtains 
BZ.,B,, = &JZ,,~Y~,,~ Y$Y;,& 
x O(Y,h:.,9 YJ’. 
The first formula now follows on substituting the values of the cocycle 0. 
The second formula is proved similarly. 
COROLLARY 3.4. The correlation function of a product of the elements 
B~,A,Br,.p, (i = 1, -., N) multiplied in any order is equal to 
times the corresponding correlation defined bJ1 w, . 
Proof: Corollary 3.2 gives the result for one particular ordering of the 
product. But any other ordering can be obtained from this one by perform- 
ing a suitable number of transpositions. Each transposition introduces the 
same scalar factor (given by 3.3) into both wp and w,. The relationship 
between the two correlation functions is therefore unchanged. 
3.2. The Convergence Argument 
We will base our proof of convergence in the case /I # co on that for 
/I = OS. We remark, however, that in the proofs of convergence and of the 
commutation relations of the limiting operators in [2] and [16] there are 
some details which have not been fully spelt out. Fortunately for the type 
of convergence stablished here a complete argument has been given in [S] 
(admittedly for R rather than S’, however, this is not a problem since the 
former case is in fact computationally more difficult than the latter 
although formally the same). Consequently we can afford to be fairly brief. 
Inspection of the correlation functions in Corollary 3.2 shows that the 
only problem with the convergence as Aj, pk all tend to 1 arises from the 
correlations for /I = cc as F, is clearly regular in the limit. But we know 
how to handle the singularities in the /I = cc case and so to compute the 
limiting correlation functions we need only state the relevant formulae for 
p=cO. 
The pair correlation function at p = co is given by 
(3.1) 
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where the tilde denotes the /3 = ‘X blips. Writing i = e ‘, p= e -’ we see 
that the blips simply introduce the standard regularisation of the pair 
correlation functions. Since this is well understood we will suppress the 
regularisation henceforth and simply write for the pair correlation 
and similarly for the general case, 
=13~,~e”l;~ JJ [(ei:A_e’;,)(e;x,-er’““) 
t<k 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Now for p finite, Corollary 3.4 establishes that, for the purposes of the con- 
vergence question, the blips may be taken in any order since reordering 
affects only the /? = cc contribution to the correlations, and that we know 
how to handle. What this gives for the limiting operator-valued dis- 
tributions B,* and BC is summarised in 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Set h = (A,, . . . . AN) and 
where (*) indicates that the adjoint may be substituted at an?’ point and 
where G is a smooth function on (S’ )n. Then Q*(G) is a Lt,ell-defined vector 
in 9 and the strong limit as A! -+ 1, j = 1, . . . . N, exists independently> of the 
order in which the &, are taken to 1. For g, a smooth function on S’, the 
operator B(g)‘* ’ ma)’ therefore be defined on the domain consisting of 
polynomials in the blips and also inductively on the larger domain obtained by 
taking the span of ail vectors of the form D,(G) via 
B(g)‘*‘@,(G)=s- lim J- 2rr dcrg(cc) B1(,:+&(G). Ai,- 1 0 
We omit the details of the proof of this proposition as they are the same 
as those for the case where R is substituted for S’ and the former is covered 
in some detail in [S, Section 31. 
Let us now record what this means for the exact formulae for the 
correlations. 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. The correlation “function” ws( Bz, . . . B,*, B;, . . . B,,) is 
the distribution 
6 MN ,i ,Y, cc, ~ 7)/2(j 3 (7 (aj -lj)) ~3(0)-‘C-i~~(O)lN 
xjyk Cel(aj -ak) el(ik -C,)l n eI(i/r -aj)p’~ 
j.k 
where the nome of each theta function is q = epsi2, and 8, is regularised 
by analytically continuing into the lower half-plane (i.e., taking 
lim, _ ,, e,([, - aj - iE) which is the regularisation introduced bJ1 the blips. 
Proof: From Corollary 3.2 we see that letting pk, Aj tend to 1 in FB we 
obtain 
x n [I 1 -eilXl-~k)q2rI 
j<k 
x11-e d;,-;k)q211]2jj 11-ei(2,-;kIq2rI-2 . 
.i.k 
On multiplying by (3.3) we obtain, among others, factors of the form 
teix, _ eCk) fj 1 1 _ ej(x,- zkjq2f 12. 
r=1 
We now recall that 
O,(a) = 2qly4 sin a/2 fi [( 1 - q2’)( 1 -e”q2’)2] 
r=1 
which allows considerable simplification. The factors independent of the S’ 
variables can be simplified by noting that 
e;(o) = q’!4 fi (1 - qy. 
r=1 
Thus putting all the pieces together we arrive at 
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x exp 1 itc, - aj)/2 
[ / 1 
x I-I t-e,taj - Ek) e,t;, - ii)1 
J<k 
x n 6,([, -(,)-‘. 
1.k 
This in turn gives the stated result. 
The general formula is sufficiently complicated to warrant stating the 
pair correlation separately. 
COROLLARY 3.7. w&B,*B;) = -ie”‘+L’:20,(a - [) 0,(O)-’ 0,(O) 
e,(; -a)-‘. 
Our next result gives the correlations for the limiting operator-valued 
distributions in any order. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. The correlation function obtained by evaluating oB on 
a product of B,*,,, .. . . B&, B;,, . . . . B,, taken in any order is 
~MNeiX,:,‘i,-qV2e, (4 (aj-i,,) ~3(O)~‘[-i~~(O)l” 
x n Ce,(+(aj-ak))el(+(ik-ij))l 
j-zk 
x n el( +(ik -ai))-‘, 
i.k 
where each sign of the argument of a theta function is chosen so that thefirst 
variable to appear in a product is subtracted from the later one. The nome 
and regularisation of the theta functions are as in the previous proposition, 
Proof The functions F, depend only on a product of elements of the 
loop group and not on their order, consequently the sign changes required 
by the proposition are due to the factor involving w,. Since the blips 
satisfy the same commutation properties independently of /I it is just a mat- 
ter of checking the relations when /3 = co. We sketch the argument. The 
proof uses induction on the number of transpositions of adjacent blips 
required to reduce the product to the order in Proposition 3.6. If this num- 
ber is zero then Proposition 3.6 serves to start the induction. Using 
Corollary 3.4 one sees immediately that the effect of transposing say B,*B, 
to B; B,* changes the factor eiO - eic in the correlation function to the factor 
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efr - eh. Similarly the transposition of other pairs leads to the required sign 
changes in the numerator of the correlation function. In this way one 
reduces the number of transpositions by one so that the result follows from 
the induction hypothesis. 
3.3. Anticommutation Relations and the K.M.S. Condition 
We will now show that the limiting operator-valued distributions do 
indeed satisfy the canonical anticommutation relations. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. For all cp = exp(if) in the loop group and all a, [E [w, 
(i) 0) &Ad* = cpWL 
(ii) [B,*, B<]+ =27c6(a-c)l, 
(iii) [B,, B,] + = 0 = [B,*, Bf] +. 
Proof: We know that 
from which it follows immediately that 
Ucp) B,,T(cp)* = d(y,,,, cp). B,,,. 
The explicit form of 6 then immediately gives as 1+ 1 
from which (i) follows. 
As we remarked in the proof of Proposition 3.8 the commutation 
relations of the blips and hence of the limiting operator-valued dis- 
tributions depend only on the factor involving o, in the correlation 
functions and not on F,. But to deduce from the expressions for the fi = cc 
correlations the anticommutation relations (ii) and (iii) is a straightforward 
computation using the formulae of Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 (cf. [S]). 
Remark 3.10. The relations (ii) and (iii) show that B(g) and B(g)* 
may be defined for all g in L*(S’, C). 
The time dependence of the elements of the loop group regarded as 
operators on L2(S1) is given by cp + cp, with cp,(B) = cp(8 + t) as shown in 
Section 2. Hence the kink functions evolve according to rr . Y~,~ = y. _ r,l. 
Now we saw in Section 2 that the evolution of the operators T(cp) is deter- 
mined (except for the phase factor eip’ which is eliminated by the 
calculation of Remark 2.11) by the action of the time evolution on the 
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loops. Since the blips differ from f(y,,,) only by a constant it is a simple 
matter to compute that they evolve according to the formula 
By taking the limit I + 1 we obtain the following result: 
PROPOSITION 3.11. The operator-valued distribution B, evolves according 
to 
B, + [B,], =e’ri2B,p,. 
The crucial result of this section is 
PROPOSITION 3.12. The state cop is a K.M.S. state for the C*-algebra 
generated by 
{B(g) I gEL2V’)). 
Proof In order to prove the K.M.S. condition we will verify it directly 
on the correlations. For this we need to show that whenever X and Y are 
products of blips and their adjoints, os( [Xl, Y) is equal to the analytic 
continuation of os( Y[X],] to t + ifi. More precisely we need to do this in 
the limit as the blips become fermions (i.e., as lj, pk converge to 1). Con- 
sequently let Bz, , . . . . B&, B;, , . . . . BrM be the terms appearing in X and Y in 
the limit with B$ B;, factors of X if and only if j is in J and k is in K, 
respectively. We shall write a = ) JI and b = 1 K 1. 
According to our formula for the time evolution (with p = 0) in the limit 
os( Y[X],) is exp(i(b -a) t/2) times the appropriate correlation function 
for the limits of the blips. In that correlation function the index 01~ is
replaced by xj - t ifj is in J and ik is replaced by ck - t if k is in K. Using 
the explicit form of the correlation function given in Proposition 3.6 we see 
that only a few of its factors depend on t. There is the factor 
C(c,-Cr,)+(a-b)t 8, C(c,-aj)+(b-a)t 
i 1 [ i 1 
but the exponential term here combines with the earlier exp(i(b - a) t/2) to 
give a phase factor independent of t. The only t dependence, therefore, 
resides in 
O3 C(a,--[,)+(b--a)t . 
i I 
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There are also terms of the form 
e,(+(aj-ak)-ft), e,(k(lj--ak)-f), el(+(lj-ik)-f) 
in which just one of the two indices is in J or K as appropriate. The 
r-dependent terms in op([Xll Y) are almost identical except that the 
argument of each 8, must change sign if just one of the appropriate indices 
occurs, since then the order of the terms is reversed. 
In order to handle the analytic continuation we recall how the theta 
functions transform. For nome q = exp( - b/2), integer N and real 5, 
l9,(< - iAy) = e’“~q%&). 
In the case of 0, we need to be slightly more careful because of the problem 
of regularisation. Bearing in mind how the analytic continuation is done we 
have 
Using the automorphic behaviour of 0, this can be written as 
lim [ -ei(t+&)qe,(g + ic)]. 
E’O 
Now 8, is odd on the real axis and so throughout the domain of 
holomorphy, so that this reduces to 
lim [ +2tqe,( -5 - ic)]. 
E-O 
In other words 
with the same regularisation of the right-hand side as we were using before. 
We note that the argument of 8, has changed sign precisely as required. In 
addition to these sign changes we pick up various scalar factors. There is 
no loss of generality and a considerable gain in simplicity if we evaluate 
these at t = 0. Then they become 
exp 
[ 
i(a - b) 1 (aj - Cj) qcapbj2 
i 1 
from the e3 factor, 
jEJ i >I 
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from the 8,‘s in the numerator, and 
from the 0,‘s in the denominator. These factors cancel showing that the two 
sides of the K.M.S. condition are indeed equal. 
We conclude our account with the promised theta function identities. 
First, the preceding proposition says that o8 is a K.M.S. state on the CAR 
algebra for the time evolution given in Proposition 3.11. But this is the 
same evolution as that defined in Subsection 2.1. Appealling to the uni- 
queness of K.M.S. states (see [ 11) we deduce that the expressions for the 
correlations in terms of the theta functions must coincide with those given 
in terms of the quasi-free state of Subsection 2.1. For example, for the pair 
correlation function 
-ie”~-“‘*e,(a -[) e,(o)[e,(o) 8,(a -()]-I 
where of course both sides need to be regularised. Carrying out this 
regularisation gives the identity 
fi (1+2q*“-‘cos2u+q4”‘~*)(1-q*“)* 
m=l 
x(1 -2q*“cos2u+q4”)-‘(1 +q*“-y 
= 1--4sinu f q*“+‘(l +q2n+‘)p’ sin(2n + 1 )u, 
n=O 
where 2u= (C-U). The latter in turn is just another way of writing a 
known relation between Jacobi elliptic functions (see [7, Eq. 8.146.121). 
Higher order identities are obtained from the other correlation functions. 
Identities of a different form are obtained from the fact that the state wg 
is quasi-free. This implies the relation 
qM,BZ2BS2Bcl,) = det qM,Bc,), 
which after substituting on both sides and simplifying reduces to the, not 
quite so well known, identity 
MC, +C2 -al - a2) b(O) e,(12 -Cl) e,(a, -a21 
=fM, -aL)e3(C2 -a2)e,(i2 -a,) wi, -a2) 
-e,(r, -a,) fur, -a21 e,(c, -a,) WC2 -a*). 
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(This is a special case of an identity for the product of four &functions to 
be found in Smith [18].) 
4. THE LUTTMGER MODEL 
4.1. The “Bosonised’ Model 
The temperature states on Map(S’, U( 1)) described in the previous 
section correspond, in statistical mechanical language, to a free fermion 
model. The techniques we have developed there can, however, be applied 
equally for some simple interacting models, and we now proceed to 
demonstrate this on the so-called Luttinger model. Our basic reference for 
the history and physics of the model is [S]. Rather than redevelop the 
model from scratch we will accept the basic facts as given in [8] and sum- 
marise them there. 
The model describes self-interacting Dirac fermions in a box which, for 
convenience, we will take to have length 271 and so correspond to S’. In 
much the same way as for the massless Thirring model [S] we may for- 
mulate the Luttinger model on the free Dirac fermion Fock space. From 
the viewpoint of the notation of previous sections this means taking the 
CAR algebra over X and the representation 7tP= . In order that the 
interaction Hamiltonian should make sense on the Hilbert space 4 of ~~9 
one has to replace it by an equivalent “boson Hamiltonian,” that is, a 
generator for the dynamics of the algebra generated by the operators 
We will not go into the problem of rigorising this replacement procedure 
but rather accept the boson dynamics as given and go on to the question of 
calculating the correlations for the fermions. In fact we anticipate no 
difficulty in actually carrying out this first step; the real problem lies in 
making sense of the procedure used in [8] for calculating correlations since 
it involves a non-rigorous bose-fermi reciprocity formula. 
The first step is to introduce a “potential” for the interaction part of the 
Hamiltonian. This is a real-valued function V in L2(S’). Using it we define 
the generator of the dynamics on the loop group of U( 1) x U(l), h,, first, 
on functions f:in 9’@9 by 
(4.1) 
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withfJn) denoting the Fourier coefficients of-f, and where the Fourier coef- 
ficients V,, of V are restricted to have the special form 
v,, = tanh(h,,) 
(here the q,, are arbitrary except for the condition that V be L’ and 
q--n = q,). Then the time evolution of an arbitrary @ in Map(Sr, 
U( 1) x U( 1)) is given by writing this group as the product of 
and the group 8, consisting of the constant loops together with those of 
the form 
e --, (‘F” e*:,,), 
where m, m' E H, and defining the time evolution on each of these 
separately via 
4-3, =ev(if,) with 7, =exp(ih,t).z (4.2) 
in the case of fi, and for the other, 
$+@, with Q,(e) = diag(cp,(8 + t), (~~(8 - t)). (4.3) 
Thus the evolution imposed in Section 2 has been modified only in the case 
of loops in A?,, where the interaction has the effect of coupling the two 
components through the off-diagonal matrix elements in the definition (4.1) 
of h,. When V= 0 we recover the time evolution of Section 2. 
The n-dependent matrix h,(n) defining the action of h, can be 
diagonalised via 
T,,h,(n) T;’ = diag(n sech(2q,), --n sech(2q,)), (4.4) 
where 
T, = 
cash q, sinh q, 
sinhq, > cash qn ’ 
(4.5) 
The operator T on 9 8 $P defined by multiplication by T, on the Fourier 
transform is symplectic (i.e., preserves the form defined by the r.h.s. of 
(2.13)) and so defines an automorphism of the CCR. The condition that V 
be L2 means that there is a unitary f(T), on the cyclic subspace 9& of 9 
generated from Q, by the action of {&(f) 1 f~ U@ Y}, implementing 
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the CCR automorphism defined by T. Now, just as in [4, 51, &0 coincides 
with the joint kernel of the operators 
Q, = J,(diag(l, 011, Q- =J,(diag(O, 1)). (4.6) 
Following [2, 4, 51 we may show that F is a direct sum 
8= @ pn+.,- (4.7) 
,,+.n- 
of eigenspaces of Q f corresponding to the integral eigenvalues n * with all 
the spaces in this direct sum being isomorphic. Consequently T(T) extends 
to 9 by acting in the same way on each of these subspaces. We will use the 
same symbol for this extended operator. One obtains a new a-represen- 
tation rL of Map(S’, U( 1) x U( 1)) by writing each 4 in this group as a 
product @ = 3, Gz of elements of fi, and fi,, respectively, and defining 
r,($)=r,($,) r(T) r,(h) UT)--‘a(@,, &-‘. (4.8) 
By exploiting the blips produced from this new representation and using 
the limiting procedure of the previous section we construct below 
interacting Luttinger fermion fields and also obtain their correlation 
functions for both fl= 00 and finite p. Since the details of the argument are 
much the same as those for the free case (i.e., V=O) we will merely sum- 
marise the results. 
4.2. Correlations for /I = CO 
We begin by giving the approximate Luttinger fermion fields or blips. 
We introduce the notation Y:,~ for the loops diag(y,,, - 1) (s = + ) and 
diag( - 1, Tol,O) (s= - ) with exp(if”,,J similarly denoting the loops 
diag(exp(if,,,), 1) and diag( 1, exp( - if,,i)) with s = + or -, respectively. 
Then we define the kinks at time t by using (4.2) and (4.3) to give 
Y”,.&r =r”, - sr.O exrW:,i.,)9 (4.9) 
while the blips or approximate Luttinger fields at time t and /? = co are 
given by 
(4.10) 
where 
c,,~,+ =eia( 1 -A’)-‘/*, c,,~,- = (-i)(l - A2)-1/2, 
As in [4] we note that r,(ygo) and r,(~@) anticommute. Thus in 
calculating the correlations it is sufftcient o consider the “canonical” order 
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in which the + ‘s and .-- ‘s are each grouped together. More generally since 
the representers of the kinks satisfy the same commutation relations as in 
the free case it will follow as before that correlations for blips in any order 
may be obtained from those in a fixed initial order by using the com- 
mutation relations of Section 3. Hence we shall simply compute the 
correlation 
w&[,*,.,, ‘-Bdi,.t,B~,& -BS;Ip,t;h . , * , (4.11) 
where sI, . . . . sK, s;, . . . . s: are all + and the rest all -. Noting that this 
correlation vanishes unless M= N and K = L [4] we can write for (4.11) 
j=l &=I 
x 0, 
[ 
fi WY;-, ,,,,. d* L&p -if;,+.,,) 
/=I 
x r”i L&J&- . 
&=I 1 
The terms coming from A, can be calculated as in Section 2 to give 
/.k 
K 
x n exp ij(aj - ij + tj - tj) 
j= 1 [ 
xk~~+,ex~~~(kK)(i*-ak+r~~~k) 
x w, 
[ 
,fi, L(exp - ‘f;,.+.,)* 
N 
x II Mew if$,,,,,, 
&=I )I- 
To compute the last term in this product we note from Subsection 4.1 that 
f L, as a representation of the CCR over 9 @ 9, is equivalent to the Fock 
representation. In fact we have 
where II II:= ( , )B denotes twice the inner product defined by the r.h.s. of 
(2.17) for 19 = 0~). Introducing the notation 
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A:,;@ - a', t - 0 = t (Tf&,,, Tf'k,,.,,). 
=C’ ItI- (A/p 
x exp[in(cc - ~1’) + io,(t’ - t)] 
x ~~‘P,(s w(n)) PAS w(n)) 
with CO,, = 1 n 1 sech 2~~ and p,( + ) = chr],, p( - ) = shq,,, and also 
A, = ; c F”(ch2q, - 1 )/n, 
nro 
and using Lemma 2.1 of [ 51 we obtain 
0, [It L(exp - if&. ,,,,) fI L(exp if$,,,.t$] 
j=l k=l 
=~exp(-A,,-A,,+In(l-~~)1’2 
j.k 
x In( 1 - p,jJ)‘I*) n exp( - A;;;,j,(cli - aj, ti - tj) 
IGi-cj<N 
-A$$j, - ii, t; - t;)) 
exp A:;$,(Ni - [j, ti - tj)* 
lsi,j<N 
We now obtain the final result that (4.11) equals 
‘k=t+, 
exp[i(k-K)(ik -ak + tb- tk)] 
neXP(-A,,-A,,+A~;~~(a~-rk,t,-tb)) 
j.k 
x rI exp( -A;;:,(ai - aj, ti - tj) 
lCi=zj<N 
-A$$,(Cj - (iv t,i - t:)). (4.12) 
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Writing A, =exp( -e,), pj = exp( -TV) we see that these parameters 
introduce the standard regularisation of the correlations and so the limits 
as E,, ~~ converge to zero exist in the sense of distributions on S’. 
4.3. Correlations for Finite /I 
We use the same approach as in Section 3. Thus using the product struc- 
ture of the loop group we can define a temperature state on Map(S’, 
U( 1) x U( 1)) as a product of temperature states on M, and M, separately. 
In the former case, since the time evolution is unchanged, we use essentially 
the same state as in Section 2 (except that we have a product of the loop 
group of U( 1) with itself to contend with) while in the latter case, since we 
are dealing with a quasi-free time evolution on the CCR algebra over 
9’ @ Y, we know how to define a temperature state from [ 11. Thus, given 
a loop 
@ = diag(cp,, e), 
where we may write 
~j(e)=exp(i~ll(cp,)B+ij;0/~+(if;(B)-ifP)/t:IZ;;)), 
with f,” denoting the zero Fourier component of f, for j= 1,2, we may 
define our temperature state by 
x n/(1 -exp( -Pd) 
( 
0 
0 n exp(-BvJlU -exp(-Bvn)) ) I’ ohm 475 
where v, = sgn(n)w, and 6,,,+,, z B,,,(,,,,) 8,,,(rp2, with y(n) = ({;{;I) being the 
Fourier components. 
Our first objective is to compute 
where as in Subsection 4.2 the first K s’s and last L s”.s are positive with the 
rest negative. Now (4.13) is equal to 
'iVh4 sKL.Ofi 
[ 
1 taj -ij + t/! - tj)) 
j=l 1 
XWB 1-g+, CCj -aj + ti - tj))] 8jT(+')* 
(4.14) 
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where 
Now 
where 
Gfl(cj’) = cG3,(@‘) exp 
-,?0 
nF:F,l(expW~,, 1 - 1) , 
i Sj p,(Sj)[py exp( - ini, + iv,, t;) - A( exp( - incci + iv,* t,)]/n 
F,, = ‘=I 
f SjP,( -Sj)] l4; eXp( - incj - iv,,t;) - A; exp( - ina; - iv,,t,)]/n 
/=I 
From this last relation we deduce our main result 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The correlation function 
is equal to 
6,,(B&.,,r, . . . B”; ~HAv.~,V B”.M h.PM.I, 
. . . 
times the function 
0, f  (aj-[j+t;-tj)) 
[ j=l 1 
X8, 
[ 
f (cj-cC,+tj-tj)) ‘Ce3(o)l-’ 
j=K+I 1 
x exp - C [n(exp(j?v,) - l)] -’ 
nzo 
X 
il 
$ sjP,(sj)CP~ exP( - inlj + iv, $) 
- AT exp( - inaj + iv, tj)12 
N 
+ 1 SjP,( -Sj)[/ly exp( - inc - iv, tj) 
j=l 
2 
- A; exp( - inaj - iv, t,] 
Ii 
(which is continuous in the limit as Lj, ,uj go to 1). 
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